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Trainer Academy MODULE 1
Introduction

Welcome to a life changing event…
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Module 1: Welcome Pt 1

- Dan’s background includes studying several training techniques and styles; he puts 
the best parts together to give you a comprehensive, clear and easy way to help 
owners understand their dogs and the reasoning behind all behaviors

- Three characteristics important when working with owners and their dogs: 
- Authenticity 
- Integrity  
- Transparency

- The more you can be all three of these during your pre consult, the consultations and 
the post support the better the program will work for you and your clients

Module 1: Welcome Pt 2

- When you are doing what you enjoy, all the information is easily learned and absorbed
- The promise of this course is to “Discover a language of communicating with 

dogs, that is instinctive, holistic, and comes from a place of understanding”. 
Doggy Dan

- You will learn:  
- How to win the dog’s mind, not just train the physical body
- Why dogs act a certain way and exhibit certain behaviors 
- How to transform the owner’s relationship with their dog
- How to help remove the stress level that owners are experiencing with their dogs
- How to set a foundation for the owners to build upon
- “Carpe Diem” - seize the day

- Areas that will be addressed in this course:
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- Problems with current dog training
- The Pre-Consultation
- The Consultation
- Support after the consultation
- Safety and Aggression
- Marketing, Branding, and Financial Success
- Owner Satisfaction, Personal Success

- Some benefits of becoming a dog trainer:
- You control your own destiny; “Don’t let your fears stand in the way of your 

dreams.”
- You have the opportunity to meet new people, interact with them in their homes and 

help their families develop a better understanding of their dogs
- You are able to transform the lives of the dogs by reducing the stress 
- You can help change negative energy; choose a positive way of approaching the 

situations presented

Module 1: Welcome Pt 3

The more you work with dogs, the more you will understand and appreciate their        
intelligence.

- Dogs will often pick up on good and bad situations, and recognize the good or 
bad energy and intentions of people

- Their senses can help make you become a better person, you cannot pretend. 
- When people see your work, they will want to have you work with them too
- You should develop your own style when working with clients
- True Dog Communication “Understanding the world through their eyes”
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“When a dog’s truth is explained to us, things become so simple and obvious that 
 it seems like common sense”  

- Dogs react to the situations around them, problems are not caused by the dog
- Remove pre-conceived notions and keep an open mind
- Your view of dogs will change once you understand the concepts being taught
- Dogs’ senses are very different from ours
- A dog can determine when someone or something has been there previously
- Dogs can smell things, hear things, and see things that we cannot
- They have intelligence that is beyond what we can conceive

           -   Every separation and reunion is important, that is why separation works so well;
                   when someone leaves and then returns, the pack checks to see if they are ok, 

hurt, or need someone else to be the leader
        -  Problems arise when we look at dogs through human eyes and project human 

emotions in a purely human way.
        -  The dog can only be a dog, have to look through the eyes of the dog checking to 

see  who is in charge
- WHY is the dog doing the behavior; once you understand that key concept, you 

can solve the issue
- You cannot simply “train” the problem out of most dogs

Module 1: Welcome Pt 4

A look at the wolf pack

*At the start of every consultation, show the  leader/follower diagram, use 
 provided script word for word to get you started
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Explain to the owner: 

- To help a dog, you have to think like a dog
- They cannot apply human psychology to their dog
- Alpha male and female are placed at the top as leaders, the pack is grouped 

together, bellow, as followers
- Problems arise when the dog is acting as the leader and the dog views the 

family as the followers
- You are going to show them how to become the leader in the dog’s eyes
- Followers do not make decisions, leaders do
- The pack FOLLOWS the leaders, keep remembering that
- ALL humans should aim to be at the top in order to be the leaders; key to 

everything

- Dogs are ALWAYS checking to see these qualities of a good leader:
- Makes good decisions, based over time, gains respect
- Creates a safe atmosphere
- Gives feeling of well being

- provides food
- provides water
- provides shelter

- Provides protection
- Teaches and shares good knowledge
- Is in good health, good fitness, good energy
- Are calm under pressure

The five key areas (Golden Rules) must be implemented, in this particular order, to 
establish leadership! In a consultation, focus needs to be placed on the areas where 
they are not being implemented 100%
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Module 1: Welcome Pt 5   

Start of the 5 Golden Rules 

1. Feeding 

- Food is the most important thing to dogs
- Alpha (leader) gets to eat first, gets the best parts, leaves the rest for the pack 

(followers)
- Trade off - alphas have to make ALL of the decisions
- Dogs will have different amounts of emphasis with food
- Key concepts with feeding that owners need to understand:

- By not eating, the dog is taking control, showing leadership
- When the owners leave the food out when it has not been eaten, they 
  are giving away leadership
- Food includes bones hidden around the yard or house; even dirty old 
   bones are valuable to dogs
- If the dog does not eat, explain to the owner to take the food away, the 
  dog will not starve; wait until the next feeding time (without treats); sends 
  a clear message that the owner is the leader
- With experience, owners will see how much of the behavior is controlled 
  by the food and the games dogs play with the food
- Review The Online Dog Trainer videos on feeding
- Once owners get the feeding rule right, it becomes the most powerful 
  step and the whole process begins, they start to become the leaders
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Module 1: Welcome Pt 6

2.   After Separation

What does separation mean, to a dog?

- Packs like to spend most of their time together
- Some wolves stay back with the young ones while the alphas go and hunt; 
  when they return, the pack checks to see who is in charge - clock in to see who 
  is the leader and who is the follower; are you injured, are you still strong?
- When owners leave their dogs, and after EVERY separation, dogs are checking 
  to see if they need to be leaders or followers; invading space, controlling
- Trying to get the owner’s or guest’s attention, invading their space, bringing 
  them things, are all ways to see if the dog can get the human to be their 
  followers
- Explain to owners WHY they should never pat the dog the minute they run 
  over, WHY they should wait until the dog has settled down and then wait for five 
   minutes before calling over to give attention and affection 
- Show the owner HOW ignoring the dog can make a quick change
- The dog is the reflection of the owner’s energy

- Book “Your Dog is Your Mirror”
- Owners must clock in as leaders every time, 100%, forever; they should make it 
  a habit that they do not have to think about; go about their day as usual
- See the dogs for what they are, it is not cruel, they are a different species
- Teach the owners how to have confidence in their ability to lead 

3.  Everything on Your Terms

- The pack leader makes ALL of the decisions, similar to a CEO, a captain of a 
   ship, coach of a team
- They are in charge and everyone follows the rules
-  For example: When a dog comes over to be pet, it is similar to demanding that 
   the person “give me a massage.”  When the owners give in, they are 

     allowing the dog to be in charge
-  Explain to the owner that it does not have anything to do with how much they 
   love them, it is just the dog telling the owner what to do
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Module 1: Welcome Pt 7

4.  Danger

- The first 3 rules give the owner the most respect; a lot of interaction 
- When the dog is barking at a person walking down the street or an animal close 
  by, she is communicating to the intruder to stay away from the property, as well 
  as, alerting the owner that she sees something unusual and she will protect the 
  owner and the property; essentially saying that she is the leader

Teach owners the technique:

- Do not go over at first, just say “thank you”, calmly
- If the dog continues, go look at what is disturbing the dog, say thank you with a 
  calm, unconcerned tone and body language, walk back to where you were
- Once the dog sees you have checked and you are not concerned, there should 
  not be anymore barking 
- If the dog barks a third time, calmly use separation or time out
- If the dog has too high of energy, use a lead and calmly walk the dog in circles 
  a few feet away  
- Shouting builds energy and excitement and creates more barking; you are 
  joining in, following the dog’s lead; less is more
- By understanding the dog’s mind, you will be able to predict behaviors
- To be calm is the highest achievement of the self - Zen Proverb
- By being calm while implementing rule #4- Danger, it sends a very powerful 
  message, the dog sees that you have everything under control
- It takes time to let the dog know to follow your lead
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Module 1: Welcome Pt 8

5. The Walk

-When wolves, in a pack, get ready to hunt, they all go together; They are on 
  guard and ready to go.
-The owner, as the leader, decides when the walk is structured and when the dog 
  is allowed to go free
-The walk is about winning the mind of the dog; implement the first 4 rules, then 
  you can have control during the walk
-The dog has to be convinced the owner is the leader
-If the dog is excited while getting ready for the walk, instead of using force, 
  have the owner put the leash down and do something else for a few minutes 
  without acknowledging the dog, repeat until the dog gets the message 
-The owner needs to use the same technique whenever going for a ride in the 
  car
-“There is no democracy in a wolf pack”; there are leaders and followers - 
  ALWAYS; if the human does not lead, the dog will; it is in their DNA
- Wolves need to be in the pack to survive, that is why time out is effective, they 
  want to be with us - do not want to be a lone wolf
- Another way of using separation for the dog is to leave the room - same effect
- By nature, dogs will try to rise in the ranks if you do not show strong leadership;

    for example, a dog coming up for attention is taking control, the owners should 
  only pet and give attention after they have called their dog over
- Suggest to owners that when guests come over, have a sign on the door saying 

    “please ignore the dog” or text, call ahead and let them know in advance
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Module 1: Welcome Pt 9 

What influences the Pack Dynamics?

- Sometimes you cannot tell who is the pack leader by looking
- Some dogs relinquish control quickly, some take a while
- Prepare for the worst, expect the best
- Eventually you can influence any dog
- Let the owners know they are letting the dog retire from being in control
- Dogs appreciate leadership
- Have to ask yourself “why is the dog doing the behavior” 
- Every behavior is showing where they are in the pack
- Stronger personalities will show more sternly that they are in charge if you do 
  not
- Owners must show the dog that they are in charge and they will show the dog 
  how to behave
- “Be consistent and yet flexible in your approach. Like people dogs are all 
   the same yet respond differently. Be patient and realistic, because the 
   degree of success will depend much on the owner’s ability to turn what 
   they have learnt into a way of life.” Doggy Dan
- Remember the willow tree analogy

How the whole method works, when working with clients:

- Explain the cause of the situation
- Explain the solution, how to be the pack leader
- Teach them how to show the dog how to behave by being calm, consistent, and 
  clear

“You must be the change that you wish to see in this world” 
 - Mahatma Gandhi


